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NEW  METHODS  IN  COINCIDENCE THEORY

KALYAN  K.   MUKHERJEA1

Abstract. Cobordism theory is used to obtain a new type of

result concerning the coincidence of maps between compact

manifolds.

1. Introduction. Coincidence theory concerns itself with the following

basic question: Given two maps / g : X->- Y of topological spaces, when

is there a coincidence point, i.e. a point xeX such that f(x)=g(x)r>.

In this generality one can say almost nothing of interest, so we concern

ourselves with the case when X and Y are compact manifolds. When

dim A^=dim Y, and both the manifolds are oriented, we have the famous

Lefschetz coincidence theorem which associates a number—the Lefschetz

number—to the pair of maps/and g and if this number is nonzero, there

is a coincidence off and g. See [7]. Both the formulation of the Lefschetz

number and the proof of the theorem is similar to Lefschetz's original

proof of the fixed-point theorem for compact manifolds.

If dim A'<dim Y, a simple general-position or transversality type

argument shows that the maps / and g may be homotopically deformed

to be coincidence-free and hence there can be no coincidence theorem

in the realm of the homotopy category or algebraic topology.

The case dim Ar>dim Y is more interesting and Lefschetz tackled this

case, though without much success. Indeed Steenrod has suggested

[7, p. 28] that it was this problem which partially motivated Lefschetz

in his studies of the cup- and cap-products. It is a bit surprising that in

spite of the basic nature of the question and the above interesting historical

associations, coincidence theory has been almost totally neglected and

in fact modulo some technical refinements, Lefschetz's coincidence

theorem is the only result in coincidence theory.
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In this note I indicate how cobordism and A-theory may be used to

attack the coincidence problem, obtain a general coincidence class which

lives in a certain cobordism group and indicate how this invariant can be

used in applications. Further refinements and applications will be published

later.

2. Cobordism and coincidence. We shall work throughout in the

Diff" category, though the main result and its proof may be adapted to the

categories PL and TOP. The cobordism theory used is very elementary;

for a simple and extremely elegant geometrical treatment, see [6].

Let G be either the stable orthogonal group O, stable special orthogonal

group, SO, or stable unitary group U. Corresponding to these we get

bordism theories, Í2*, of unoriented, oriented and weakly almost complex

manifolds and the corresponding cobordism theories, Q<j.

Suppose X, Y are compact manifolds whose stable tangent bundles

have a G-reduction, fg:X->-Y two maps and dim X=m, dim Y=n,

m~^.n.

Suppose/and g are transverse regular. Then the coincidence set

C,.t = {x e X | f(x) = g(x)} c A

is an (m—n)-dimensional closed submanifold and its normal bundle vf g

in X is the pullback of the normal bundle vA of the diagonal A<= Yx Y

under the map

fxg:X^Yx Y,

xv>(f(x),g(x)).

Thus C/iS<= X gives rise to a class Lf¡, e Qq(X), which is the obvious one

if one chooses Quillen's formulation or the Atiyah dual of the coincidence

submanifold if one prefers the abstract formulation.

Since Lf g=Lf g- iff and/' and g and g' are homotopic, we immediately

get:

Theorem. Let X, Y be as above and letf, g: A-> Y be continuous maps.

Define

(*) Lf,g  =   (f X   g)*(^y),(l))

where 1 eÇi0o(Y) and (AF)!:QS(F)^Q£+'i(yx Y) is the llumkehrungs-

homomorphismus" or direct image map [3] induced by the diagonal map,

Ar: F-i-Fx Y. If Lj gjíO,f and g have a coincidence.

Proof. First note that (AF),(1) is just an alternative way of denoting

the cobordism class of the diagonal imbedding of Y-^-Yx Fand thus iff

and g are transversal C°° maps, Lfg as defined in (*) is the same as the
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previous definition. Now a standard approximation argument yields the

result.

Caution. We have been abusing language a great deal by not specifying

the "orientations" of the imbeddings Cf g—>-X and T—»Tx Y; we of course

choose the standard ones arising from the natural isomorphism vA~rY,

(t=tangent bundle).

Remarks. (1) When zzz=zz, the coincidences are isolated points, in the

generic case. The Lefschetz number is the algebraic number (when G=

SO, U) or the parity (when G = 0) of coincidence points. Thus the use of

cobordism is superfluous; rational or Z2-cohomology suffices. In coin-

cidence theory however, one cannot disregard torsion. We give an example

below to show how the finer torsion present in the /C-theory of lens spaces

(finer than integral cohomology, that is) can be used to detect coincidences

that are otherwise invisible.

(2) What we have described is really a special case of the following

general formalism: Let T be any differentiable manifold and YT the Thorn

space of its tangent bundle. Let zz* be any cohomology theory and

/, g:X-*-Y two morphisms in the category on which h* is defined. If

there is an a e h*(Y ) such that the image of a under the map induced by

fx g p
XJ--^Xx Y   r   > r

where p is the Pontryagin-Thom collapsing map, is nonzero, then/and g

have coincidences.

(3) Also in the present context, we can replace compactness of X and Y

by using cobordism with supports [5] and require that one map be proper

and the other one compact.

3. On using the theorem. The theorem we proved in the last section

is not, as it stands, in a particularly useful form since Lig is all but

impossible to compute. To use it for applications, tricks must be found

according to the situation in which one is interested. We mention two

methods which apply for the weakly-complex case.

There is a multiplicative transformation [2], pc:ü.\^-*H**( ;Q),

which may in fact be factored :

u ch
Q* —> K* —► H**i    ; Q)

where ch is the Chern character and iu(a) = a*(/3) where a is now looked

upon as a homotopy class of maps into MU, the Thorn spectrum, and ß

the virtual bundle on MUin) for large zz, given by Bott periodicity.

The Riemann-Roch theorem [3] for the transformation pc, yields:

(D pciLf.g) = ifxg)*iAY),itdY)-i
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where (AY)* ls tne Gysin homomorphism in rational cohomology and

(td Y) is the Todd genus of rY, regarded as a complex vector bundle.

Considering the map A-^pt, one gets again by Riemann-Roch:

(2) <(/ X g)*A,(td F)-1 • (td X), [X]) = (td C,.„ [CfJ).

By suitable manipulations one can determine all the A-theory charac-

teristic numbers of Cf 9<= X and this determines its bordism class if A has

no torsion in its integral homology.

If the A-theory of X and Y are known and Y is torsion free, one can

use p:Q.u^~K* and work with A-theory. One has

MAF),(1) = (Af Ml)

where (AF), is the direct image in A-theory. Now using the Riemann-

Roch theorem for ch:K*^-H**( ; Q) one can (in principle) compute

(AF),(1) e K°(Yx Y) as a sum of tensor-products of virtual bundles.

(Note, that by the Runneth formula [1], A(Fx F)^A(F)®A(F) since

the Tor vanishes.)

For example, if Y—CPn, h the Hopf line bundle on CPn and f=

[h-1] e K°(CPn), we have

Proposition.

(Af)!(i)=2f*     2     £,:e^'
k=0    i+i=n+k:Oäi.i£n

where tk is the coefficient of xk in the power series expansion of (l+x)~n

and E3 is the external tensor product.

Now knowing (Af),(l), we have p:(Lf/A=(fxg)*(Ar~)l(l) and the
nonvanishing of p(Lf g) implies the existence of coincidences. We give

an illustration of this technique.

Example. Letp be any odd prime. Then, Siv~x x Siv~x has a standard

complex structure ZvxZv acts on this in holomorphic manner, without

fixed points; the generators acting as follows:

(Z0, • • • , Z2p_x, W0- ■ ■ W2t>_x) aa> (Z0 • £, • • • , Z2p_x • £, W0 • • • W2p_x),

(z0, ■■■,z2p_x, W0■ ■ ■ W2v_x)n*(Z0• • ■ z2v_x, wQ-i--- w2v_x■ o

where £=eäin/3>. The quotient space is a product of lens spaces,

L2<"-v(p) X L2^~X)(p),

and is a complex manifold.

The A-theory of L2{p-X)(p) is described as follows [4]:

Let ir:L2{p-x)(p)->-CP2ip_x) be the natural projection and t^L2{p-x)(p)

the pullback of the Hopf bundle under it. Let a= [t-lc] e K°(L2^-X)(p)).
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Then,

K\Ê^x\p)) = ZAo] + ZAA + ■■■+ z,Aov-x]

and

av = -2ÍP\av~\       o*^-0.

Let   X=L2^ip)xL2^ip)xCPJ,_x,    Y=CP2l,_i)xCPv_x.   The   K-

theories of X and Y can be described by means of the Künneth formula.

Let/ g:X-±Y he any two maps homotopic to

iTT-TTi) x id:L2("-Vip) x L^-Vip) x CP^x^CP^x, X CPP_U

ÍTT-TT,) x id:L^-^ip) x L2l»-V(p) x CP^x^CP^x, x CPv_i

where ir\, tt2 are the projections on the first and second factors of X

respectively.

A simple calculation shows that the homology class of the coincidence

set is zero. But, p(Lfg)=p ■ o^~l ® a\"x ® I1"-1 where Ox=Trf(a), a2=Tr*(o)

and f = 7T*(£), f the Hopf bundle on CPv_x. (See Appendix below.)

The Künneth formula implies that a^1 ® of-1 ® £p_1 has order p2 and

hence p(Lf g)^0.

Thus / and g have coincidences even though they cannot be detected

by means of ordinary cohomology (any coefficients!).

Appendix. Note, first of all, that/and g are obtained by taking the

maps

,**. *■• Tn-.l^Xp) x l^-'Xp)- cp2(p_u,
tt-tt.-.Û^Xp) x L2{°-l)ip)-CP2(v_x)

and crossing each with id :CPv_1-*CP]l_x. The Lefschetz number

L(id, id)=/z and thus the effect on the coincidence submanifold is to

"multiply it by />", i.e.

ßiLfJ = ip-C»-1)-t*iL„.„1.*.rt).

These remarks apply in cohomology as well. Since the Poincaré dual of

the coincidence submanifold in (**) has order/?, the coincidence sub-

manifold of/and g has zero (homology) fundamental class.

Now for the X-theory computation: Note, that op— — zJl\ (D°rP"i

and ord(ff3)=/z2 for li£z^/?—1 implies ok has order at most/z if k>p— 1

(p is prime).

Now,

HÍLí>g) = ßiLt..v.n) ® pi"'1
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and

fc=0       i+j'=2(ï>-l)+fc

Every element in this sum has order at most p, except ol~x ® r>l~x. Hence

¡¿(Lf^p-or1®^1.
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